Several operations in the Exploration and Production (E&P) sector are event-driven in nature and are supported by specialized systems and applications. Narrow focus of applications results in application silos that restrict the information sharing across verticals, which is a critical requirement for coordinated cross-functional efforts. Effective response to events warrants due emphasis on an integration strategy that facilitates desired information flow across verticals. Event-driven methods can be used to make strategic asset management decisions across silos in real-time, thus reducing response time and costs while improving asset performance.
Introduction
The vital contributions of information technology (IT) as an enabler for the digital oilfield [9] and the E&P business [8] are well recognized. Various integrated operations strategies [10, 25] have been explored for enterprise information integration in the oil and gas industry [24, 32] . Appropriate information architectures [9] , collaborative [13] and decision environments [18] have also been found instrumental for such integration.
An event-driven approach accounts for a significant part of operations in the E&P sector. For instance, repair and maintenance tasks are typically scheduled in response to failure events, which are frequently accompanied by anomalies in realtime data streams. The production, operations, maintenance and other related teams respond to events by appropriately utilizing vendor products that are capable of effectively handling specific aspects of the events. Limited scope of such systems results in application silos that inhibit information sharing across relevant verticals. Thus, they suffer from several drawbacks -most notably, that of not having an integrated and consistent view of the situation in realtime. In order to access the job history, maintenance information and equipment data after a tubing failure, an engineer might have to query multiple heterogeneous data sources and then manually integrate the resulting information. An event-driven architecture provides a unified view of multiple knowledge sources and serves as a single querying point for the user, thereby reducing the data seeking effort. This eliminates the application silos present in the E&P industry, which are major roadblocks for any integration operation.
A central notion to the vision for a digital oilfield is that of 'management by exception' [9] . This refers to analyzing the data and alerting the relevant personnel only in case of a critical or error situation, and not overloading them with excessive information. Realizing this notion involves matching patterns to detect events, filtering irrelevant events, assigning priority to events, notifying critical events to corresponding users and customizing results according to user preferences. All these tasks need to be accomplished across heterogeneous, distributed data sources and with minimal delay. Semantic web technologies [5] can be used to enable interoperability between data sources and exploit the power of a knowledge base to facilitate efficient information integration.
Complex event processing (CEP) [27] is an evolving field of interest in computer science and related disciplines. It encompasses detection and processing of complex events, decision of actions for each event and sending notifications to relevant personnel. It has been used for a wide range of applications [12, 20] such as algorithmic trading, business process [2] management and sensor networks. CEP is particularly deemed to be useful for enterprise integration scenarios, involving isolated components, multiple data sources and high throughput of events. Several commercial [17, 29] as well as opensource [15] software tools are available to facilitate CEP. However, current CEP systems are not able to efficiently integrate event information from multiple, heterogeneous data sources and utilize background knowledge for processing.
In order to realize an effective CEP system, cross-functional information integration is a must. Semantic web techniques are vital to building this integration framework. Background knowledge of events, entities and rules can be effectively captured in the form of semantic data models (ontologies). We propose a semantic CEP architecture facilitating information integration for the E&P sector, which can be used to improve asset performance and make strategic decisions while reducing response time and costs.
The paper is organized as follows. An illustrative use case in production optimization focusing on major information integration issues is discussed in Section 2. This is followed by an explanation of the components of a typical CEP system in Section 3. Our proposed event-driven integration model is described and its capabilities are exhibited in Section 4. In Section 5, we discuss value propositions of implementing the proposed integration framework for the enterprise and lead to concluding remarks in Section 6.
Use Case in Production Optimization
The E&P sector has numerous verticals that are event-driven, such as operations, market policies, production, regulation, management and safety, health and environment (SHE). We select production optimization as it provides us with a good opportunity to closely examine event-driven factors and their effects across the organization. A similar approach can be followed for other verticals in the E&P sector such as real-time field surveillance and well services management [30] .
Production optimization [6] refers to the process of monitoring production in the field and taking appropriate actions to maximize production. These actions may be short-term, such as regulation of valves and adjustment of parameters associated with sensors, or long-term, such as replacing equipment and drilling new wells. As noted in [7] , an integrated operations strategy would be useful for achieving realtime production optimization; however, there are several roadblocks to an effective solution. These roadblocks include information overload, uncertainty of measurements, discrepancy between local and global optimums, as well as health, safety and environment risks [33] . Production optimization strategies have been studied extensively in the past [4, 6, 23, 38] .
The Production Optimization Scenario

Figure 1: Production Optimization Use Case Components
Consider the instance of a production optimization scenario in an oilfield. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram for various components that are involved in the production optimization use case. Data comes from several distributed sources such as historian systems, maintenance systems, equipment databases, operations systems and well information systems. Corporate social networks, collaboration platforms and technical discussion boards are also significant information sources but are typically ignored [19] in enterprise integration systems. Each of these 'sources' has 'roles' for corresponding personnel or software systems, which can write data into them. These sources also act as interfaces for other personnel or software systems needing to read data. We categorize such systems as 'knowledge sources'. Consider the various personnel involved such as operators, technicians, engineers, workers, analysts and managers -all at different levels of the organizational hierarchy, and usually categorized into teams. Each team interacts with corresponding system(s), records relevant information and uses it for future reference. For instance, the maintenance team is concerned with the maintenance and job history information, the operations team is associated with a well information system, the reliability, availability and maintainability (RAM) team is monitoring realtime equipment status, experts determine injection rates, and the production team is associated with production monitoring tools. The incoming data typically includes a continuous realtime stream of information, such as sensor and valve measurements and equipment status.
Suppose a pump failure event occurs in the oilfield. The ramifications of this event are not limited to a single data system or team, but distributed throughout the organization. The failure event is associated with some equipment (i.e. the pump), additional information about which is contained in the equipment database. Also, previous job history on the same equipment provides significant indicators to the cause of failure. This pump is also associated with a rig, area and field. Such background knowledge needs to be captured and incorporated for resolving the failure event. The list of personnel who should be informed about the event is to be identified. Employees discuss about the failure on technical discussion boards or microblogging sites and receive solutions to their queries from experts. Such question-answering information is useful to determine answers to similar future problems. Further, the effect of this failure on operations and production schedules is required to be estimated to decide how critical the failure is, and thus, determine if any changes are required in the production schedule. A minor failure in a highly productive well can be more critical than a major failure in a small oil field. Thus, plenty of other contextual information needs to be considered in these calculations. The information required about the event is located in multiple knowledge sources; hence several isolated queries to various software systems and teams are required for obtaining all the relevant data. The complexity of these inter-relationships results in longer downtimes and losses to overall production. Therefore, an effective integration solution is required. Figure 2 exhibits various aspects of event correlation for a pump failure. Consider that the pump with unique identifier PID234 failed. This pump is associated with a well WID123 in the field FID124. The information recorded about this failure in the pump maintenance system (under PID234), equipment database (under PID234), well monitoring system (under WID123) and the overall field production schedule (under FID124) are correlated. Further, this pump failure will lead to changes in the maintenance and production schedules subsequently affecting production. All these information is stored in separate systems every time changes are made to the data sources. A typical SQL query on traditional databases is not sufficient to query the complex relations from multiple systems and correlate the results. This is because SQL queries only perform syntactic matching and fail to use semantics of the involved entities, for e.g. a SQL query cannot determine (without any background knowledge) that a pump is associated with a corresponding well, which are both part of a field.
Requirements for an Effective Integration Solution
To capture these correlations and represent them effectively across heterogeneous data sources, semantic web technologies [5] are indispensable. A semantic representation model can capture the necessary background information such as the data mappings/correlations among different assets and personnel. The major advantages of a semantic approach are interoperability between multiple data sources, rich expressiveness in representation and inferencing capabilities leading to added dynamism in the framework. The added dynamism with help of the background knowledge helps in intelligent pattern detection, reasoning, rule selection, action determination and notification processes. The semantic knowledge base provides the supplemental contextual information required in the production optimization use case.
Semantics for an event-based approach was introduced in [39, 40] for well surveillance and reservoir engineering use cases and a detailed description of the various semantic web technologies involved (such as OWL, SWRL and SPARQL) was also provided. However, this approach is limited to reservoir engineering situations and cannot handle complex events. As described earlier in this section, the crucial capabilities of efficient semantic complex event detection from distributed data sources and dynamic integration pattern selection are missing from current systems.
Also, the concept of 'management by exception' [9] can be realized by contextual filtering of events and reporting only those events that are relevant to appropriate personnel, thus avoiding information overload. Critical events would be given more priority and placed higher in the report for immediate attention. Users may even be able to modify the reported event priorities and send feedback to the notification system for better reports in the future. Further, the corrective actions for the pump failure could be determined automatically from best practices captured in the knowledge base and suggested to corresponding persons. The system must include forecasting capabilities to predict when the pump will fail in the future and take relevant actions before that (for instance, sending a notification to the concerned engineer), thus reducing delays.
Further, users would be interested in viewing the data about events at appropriate levels of detail and specific event granularities. The system should support multiple, hierarchical views to account for these granularities. The different granularities may be in a temporal or spatial dimension. A data entry operator may want to look at every single reading on a sensor in a pump, but a maintenance engineer may only need the readings just before and after a failure event, a manager may only want to look at the average daily readings of the sensors for all pumps in the region, and the production supervisor may just want to know the average monthly production from all wells based on the sensor readings.
These requirements can be realized via event-based architectures and messaging infrastructures. Complex event processing systems provide the detection, filtering, analysis, prediction and notification capabilities required for the integrated system. Typically, events are preceded by certain conditions and followed by certain actions. An example of a simple event-condition-action rule can be: "On tank level above 100, if the pump is down, alert the operator about pump failure event"
In this rule, the event is 'tank level above 100', the condition is 'pump is down' and the action is to 'alert the operator'. The tank level reading here may be obtained from typical historian systems, and the contact of the engineer to be alerted can be obtained from the maintenance database or the engineer's profile in the organizational hierarchy.
A more complex event may require combining information from several simple events. For instance, consider the rule: "If the average tank level for the last hour exceeds the average tank level for the last month for all pumps in the Western region by 20%, and if this event happens within 1 hour of a pump failure, look up best practices for dealing with the issue, estimate how critical the event is and its effects on the production schedule, and send alerts to appropriate personnel"
This complex rule includes information about domain knowledge from multiple data sources, over a range of spatial and temporal dimensions. Further, it is related to another event i.e. 'pump failure'.
Specifically, we can now correlate the same pump failure event being recorded in multiple verticals, namely the maintenance, operations and equipment databases as well as discussions about the failure in technical discussion boards. Once the event is detected, the CEP system triggers queries to the knowledge base and suggests corrective actions such as checking for gas leaks, adjusting the readings on a certain sensor, decreasing the oil flow rate or replacing the malfunctioning equipment. Smart notification component issues appropriate notifications and suitable data analytics approaches forecast future failures and issue warnings beforehand. Certain best practices, specific to the organization, also evolve from the observed patterns of events and actions.
Components of Complex Event Processing System
In this section, we describe event processing concepts and processes essential to building an event-driven architecture. We also introduce enterprise integration patterns and discuss how they are valuable for the CEP system.
Event Processing Concepts
Event-based information systems have the concept of 'events' at the core [27] . A concise glossary of event processing terminology is provided in [16] . An 'event' is defined as 'anything that happens, or is contemplated as happening' [16] . These simple events can be combined and processed to give rise to 'complex events'. For instance, 'tank level rises above 100' is a simple event, while 'tank level rises by 10% from yesterday's average value within 2 hours of a pump failure' can be considered a complex event. A partially ordered set of all relevant events is known as the 'event cloud' and the set of all possible events is called the 'event space'. Event processing systems consider that the event passes through various 'event states', from its inception to deletion. An 'event profile' is a condition that is continually evaluated by the system against the trace of incoming events. A continuous sequence of events can be termed as an 'event stream'. The person or system responsible for executing the event action is known as the 'actor'. Complex event processing refers to operations on complex events such as detection, transformation, filtering, action determination and event-based notification. Semantic complex event processing refers to the use of a semantic knowledge base enabling CEP.
Event Processing Processes
Traditional database or web-querying systems view the data as static and receiving a continuous stream of queries. On the contrary, event processing systems are suited to the scenario that has a static set of queries to be applied over a continuous stream of incoming data [20, 27, 28] . The incoming data stream may be preprocessed or transformed to enrich it for the event processing system. We propose to perform this enrichment semantically by using background information from the knowledge base.
Complex event detection refers to processing simple events and using predefined rules to detect complex events. For example, a complex event detection rule may state:
"If event B happens within 10 minutes after event A and event C has not started, then infer the complex event Z"
Usually these rules are in the form of event-condition-action rules as described in Section 2.2. These rules have to be obtained from domain experts and integrated into the CEP system, which, in the course of time, may discover additional rules. Dynamic rule selection based on context is an important part of semantic CEP. Based on the chosen rules, event action determination is the next step after detection. Event-condition-action rules help in making decisions here and this information is communicated to the actor (which can be a human being or an actuator/control system).
Notification is an important part of the CEP system. The messaging channel and method used may vary, but a popular approach is to use the publish-subscribe paradigm. Subscribers subscribe to a fixed set of topics of their interest from a list, and whenever a new message is published under a topic of interest; all subscribers of that topic are notified. We propose to utilize information from the enterprise social and collaboration networks to identify these topics and user-topic mappings. Information from the social network is also valuable for finding persons with specified job descriptions and qualifications. Then, we can use these mappings to automatically generate the list of subscribers on the runtime based on content and context of a message. Thus, instead of a fixed, static subscription list, we have transient, dynamic, smart-lists. An event broker or mediator is an entity that is responsible for deciding who should be subscribed for a given event.
Advances in predictive analytics have enabled us to efficiently use historical and background knowledge for event forecasting, especially for anomaly detection. In case such a failure is predicted, a smart-list of concerned personnel is generated dynamically and they can be notified with suggested actions to avoid the failure. As the CEP system encounters new events on the runtime, it continuously learns new rules and patterns, and can learn to find optimal values and tune parameters involved in the model. By correlating events, and determining their relative weights, the semantic CEP approach facilitates contextual filtering -thereby reducing the information overload.
Enterprise Integration Patterns
Enterprise integration patterns are guidelines for describing solutions to frequently occurring problems, and the intention of using them is to unify the high-level vision of integration with the actual system implementation [21] . These patterns lead to the design of an efficient messaging architecture. For instance, if there is a need to combine and divide a set of events frequently for a certain kind of processing, the aggregator and splitter patterns can be employed. When used effectively, such patterns lead to a more concise representation as well as a standard for making strategic decisions in the future, thus reducing the gap between the high-level integration view and the actual implementation. A number of patterns are identified for specific scenarios in [21] . The challenge is to determine the most appropriate set of patterns for a given scenario. We propose to determine this using semantic CEP.
A core concept contributing to popularity of messaging systems is that of 'loose coupling'. The idea is to reduce the assumptions two components of a system make about each other when they exchange information. This leads to asynchronous communication architectures with provisions for handling interruptions, changes or anomalies because the two components are not tightly coupled.
The three broad types of integration patterns are message routing patterns, message transformation patterns and message management patterns [21] . Message routing patterns include patterns such as content-based router, message filter, splitter, aggregator, resequencer and composed message processor. Message transformation patterns comprise of content enricher, content filter, message translator, envelope wrapper, claim check and normalizer. Message management patterns include patterns such as wire tap, control bus, message store, channel purger, detour and message history.
In order to detect complex events, the CEP system has to determine if certain actions have occurred. This can be achieved by creating transient patterns that will poll data values. Further, if there is no response from the data source for a certain time period, then alternative 'event escalation' rules can be triggered to replace the previous patterns.
Proposed Semantic CEP Architecture for the Digital Oilfield
Based on the requirements discussed in Section 2.2, our proposed event-driven information integration framework has three major components: (i) ontology repository, (ii) CEP information bus and (iii) CEP engine. A data access component is used by the end-user to interact with and query the system, and a plugin/web service can also be provided. A schematic diagram for the proposed framework is given in Figure 3 . 
Ontology Repository
A unified knowledge base comprising of information from all data sources is crucial to any integration framework. In the integrated system, this knowledge base serves as a single endpoint for retrieving information from the knowledge sources, which include oilfield assets as well as the personnel involved.
We propose to use an integrated ontology repository to provide this unified view of the knowledge base. The creation of such an ontology repository would entail schema matching and ontology mapping between the individual data sources. We propose a modular structure for the ontology repository that contains four sets of ontologies. A brief description of each set along with an overview of how we built that set is provided below, with the scope of the modules going from generic to specific.
CEP Ontologies
As the first set, we have the CEP ontologies, which provide the schema for events, entities, processes, roles, states, integration patterns, rules, observations, situations and other required event-based integration components independent of any domain concepts. It maps generic concepts like time and space from public upper ontologies. It belongs to the set of domain/task ontologies in the hierarchy presented in [36] .
Existing event ontologies [37] are either too domain specific to act as a generic CEP ontology, or do not incorporate additional features in semantic CEP [36] identified in Section 2.2 such as enterprise integration patterns and event detection across multiple sources. Our proposal includes development of a generic CEP ontology by combining common concepts required to enable our requirements for a CEP framework.
A brief description of the classes in the proposed CEP ontology is as under. Event Entity is either physical entity or abstract entity. Physical entities include all kinds of equipment, machinery and humans. Event State refers to started, stopped, failed, working etc. Event Role is classified as event producer, event consumer, subscriber, publisher, employee, supervisor, manager, actor and so on. The concept of Event Observation encompasses various measurement details about the observations, frequency of observations, system reporting the observation. Event refers to simple or complex events, complex events being able to combine information from several simple events. Event Process refers to event processes, like event detection, action or notification. Integration Patterns contain the list of enterprise integration patterns used. Event Rules contain various types of rules such as ECA rules, action determination rules and event escalation rules.
Domain Ontologies
Domain ontologies mainly consist of E&P domain concepts, naming standards, unit of measures and other domainspecific information. To build this set, we used information from domain standards like the PPDM data model [31] and the ISO 15926 standard [22] , which can act as domain ontologies [3] , and mapped it to our requirements. For instance, the naming conventions for a well, units of measure used and attributes of an ESP pump are found in this set of ontologies.
Application Ontologies
These ontologies are specific to vendor-supplied applications and contain information about key performance indicators (KPIs), equipment attributes, application views and schema for other vendor-specific items. This information is usually obtained from schema/design description of vendor products such as CMMS systems, historian systems, and operations and production databases. For instance, a maintenance system typically has KPIs such as barrels of oil produced per day (BOPD), expected downtime and net production, which can be found in this set of ontologies.
Enterprise Ontologies
The final and most specialized set is that of enterprise ontologies which capture information specific to the enterprise, such as business rules, employee data, preferred schedules, best practices, company policies and any other companyspecific information. Example of information found in these ontologies includes the organizational hierarchy, supervisor relations, employee IDs, staff email addresses and team compositions. The information for this set of ontologies is derived from the information provided by the enterprise.
Apart from representational benefits, this modular approach for the integrated ontology repository is very adaptive and can easily be made more generalized or specialized. Since the CEP ontology does not contain any domain related concepts, it is possible to adapt the model to a completely new domain (instead of oil and gas) by just modifying the bottom tier ontologies. To use the same structure for another organization, we only need to change information in the enterprise ontologies (and domain ontologies if domain is different) without affecting the others.
CEP Information Bus
There are several methods for information communication in an enterprise integration scenario; however, messaging systems have several advantages for our purpose. Messaging systems reduce delays in communication because of their asynchronous, loosely coupled nature and can be used to reliably communicate information through an information bus in realtime. They enable effective remote communications between components and 'remote operations', which are central to integrated operations capabilities. Messaging systems are particularly useful for enterprise integration scenarios involving several platforms and programming languages. They act as mediators for conveying and communicating information between diverse enterprise components. A smart information bus can effectively serve as a channel to harness the power of messaging systems.
Hohpe and Woolf [21] describe various enterprise integration patterns for the design of such systems. We propose to automatically determine the best sequence of integration patterns for a certain situation, based on background knowledge from the ontology repository. These dynamic pattern selection rules correlate information from diverse knowledge sources.
Our approach has two major advantages over state-of-the-art commercial design patterns for CEP such as those in [35] :
• Firstly, we exploit the power of semantic technologies for improved representation and inferencing over events.
• Secondly, we come up with corresponding design patterns dynamically based on the content of the query with help from the knowledge base. Thus, all patterns chosen by the CEP engine are transient patterns and would keep on changing based on the current query context.
Using the notations for patterns in [21] , we depict an example of the sequence of possible integration patterns for a user query in Figure 4 . The data access component provided for the user is well connected to the CEP information bus and thus, the CEP engine, which implements most of the functionality required. First, the user's query is prepared for transmission through a message channel and then the query is split into sub-queries according to the target data source to be queried. Content-based message routers direct the sub-queries to the messaging bus that redirects them to appropriate data sources. The results are then aggregated and filtered to remove portions from the result set and refine it according to the preferences and granularity required by the user. Finally, the resulting information is sent as a message back to the user. Based on content of the user's query and background knowledge, the CEP engine can automatically determine this sequence of integration patterns for a certain time period. TM have a system [26] of web reports for notifications. However, these notification systems have fixed pre-defined subscription lists and cannot create these lists automatically from background knowledge. Knowledge-based smart notifications can be made through the event processing system in which the list of subscribers is also decided dynamically. For instance, an engineer does not need to keep reading the tank level at every minute to know if the pump is down, or is expected to go down soon, and time is not spent deciding the personnel to be alerted in case of a critical pump failure.
Complex Event Processing Engine
The semantic CEP engine is at the core of the integration framework and consists of components dealing with various aspects of processing events. With help from the integrated knowledge base, the engine is able to detect events across multiple data sources and correlate siloed happenings to the same event. The CEP engine should be able to handle a high throughput of events in realtime with contextual filtering abilities to retain only the useful events. Event-Condition-Action rules from domain experts are also helpful in complex event detection. After detection, the event engine is able to suggest corrective actions for the corresponding event to the concerned personnel. Through predictive analytics methods, reasoning and access to historical data, the CEP engine is able to predict future failure events. A smart notification or reporting system is central to disseminating information from the CEP engine to the users and vice-versa. This notification system should be able to decide, on the fly, the list of subscribers to whom the message must be sent. At all times, the engine can customize its reports to the preferences and granularity of the users concerned.
Enterprise Integration Patterns Library
As the CEP engine undergoes several iterations of complex event processing, certain enterprise integration patterns will be noticed from the complex event rules. For instance, it may be observed that 'aggregation' of events A and B and then splitting into components C, D and E is a frequent pattern. This sequence of integration patterns are then automatically predicted and used for the corresponding use case in the integration framework. An enterprise integration pattern library contains all the integration patterns used by the CEP engine.
Event Knowledge Base
The event knowledge base is derived by performing data mining on semantically enriched data retrieved from the enterprise data sources, where the enrichment is performed using background knowledge from the ontology repository. It contains information about possible types of events in the enterprise and the way these events are related to other resources such as individuals, teams, schedules, roles, processes and key performance indicators. The existence of this knowledge base enables semantic complex event processing. However, state-of-the-art semantic CEP approaches [34, 36] are not sufficient for integrating event information from heterogeneous knowledge sources and for determining dynamic enterprise integration patterns appropriate for the situation.
Query Engine
The query engine is used to execute SQL queries over relational databases, which cannot be incorporated into the semantic ontology repository. This is because some databases may contain instantaneous data being updated constantly, and reflecting these data instances in the ontologies may cause them to be overloaded with data. Thus, the schema for the data is obtained from the ontology repository through semantic queries and the instantaneous data values are obtained from existing information sources through relational database (SQL) queries. These SQL queries are managed and communicated by the CEP engine. Complex queries are usually broken into sub-queries based on content, and intelligent selection of the sequence of integration patterns by the CEP engine drives query processing. The results of the query are returned to the CEP engine with the required granularity.
Semantic Query Engine
The CEP engine generates and manages semantic queries to be executed over the ontology repository for inferencing and reasoning. The semantic query engine is responsible for executing these queries and communicating the results back to the CEP engine. SPARQL is used for semantic querying over ontologies.
A semantic query may require information from multiple data sources or ontologies -this is illustrated in the following query, which needs information from different modules in the ontology repository. The concepts related to time are obtained from the CEP ontology (co), the failure event and status is obtained from the application ontology (ao), while the best practices for a certain failure event are extracted from the enterprise ontology (eo). This capability is difficult to achieve without a semantic querying system. The query is based on the components and notation in Figure 2 and it is assumed that the query elements are previously defined in the ontologies. Given certain specifications such as failure reason, failure area, start time and end time, the query returns instances of failure events, their status, associated equipment information and best practices. 
Data Access Component
The data access component is independent of the CEP engine's internal architecture. When triggered by the CEP engine, the data access component fetches instantaneous information from the individual information sources, such as production database, historian and SCADA systems. It contains the configuration details and retrieval logic for each individual information source. In case of event, the user is expected to manually determine when and how to access information from the various information sources in absence of CEP engine configured appropriately with data access component.
CEP Plugin and Web Service
These components refer to the user interface and the user accessible components. For ease of use and adoption, the CEPbased integration framework can be implemented as a plugin to popular software tools already being used by personnel in the domain. The plugin should have sufficient features to account for all end-user activity. An essential part of this plugin is visualization of the integration process with multiple contextual views, which is missing from current state-of-the-art systems. This context can be multiple granularities of a temporal, spatial or other contextual parameter.
A CEP web service would provide web access to the features enabled by our integration framework. There will be added challenges of performance, throughput and scalability when dealing with a web service.
An Integrated Complex Query Example
To demonstrate capabilities of the proposed CEP system, we consider a pump failure use case and provide a list of possible query statements from the end-user following the failure. The end-user typically uses such statements to interact with the CEP engine. The statements here pertain to the information in Figure 2 and the semantic query depicted in Section 4.7.
• Find all pump failures in field FID124 with downtime greater than 90 minutes.
• Look up possible corrective event actions/best practices and report concerned personnel about the action. Also look up relevant equipment information, well information and past job history and mention in the report. Decide other relevant persons concerned with this event and send them a copy of the report.
• If employee confirms corrective action initiation, wait for 2 hours else notify the supervisor. If she reports success within 2 hours, write action to log and close case. If the wait exceeds 2 hours or she reports failure, perform event escalation i.e. decide whom to notify (supervisory/managerial personnel) and report to them. If the supervisor/manager doesn't respond within 60 minutes, repeat event escalation at the next level of organizational hierarchy.
• Keep record of all activities and monitor key performance indicators (KPIs).
• Find experts from the corporate social network and discussion boards dealing with similar failures and inform them.
• If a new corrective action is suggested by the subject matter expert (SME), add it to the knowledge base.
• Forecast the next pump failure time based on historical data and alert the engineer in charge 6 hours earlier.
Value Propositions for the Enterprise
The semantic CEP framework provides several value propositions for the enterprise. In this section, we discuss five key value propositions relevant to the oil and gas industry.
Efficient Interaction Patterns
The interaction patterns among the personnel and data sources involved in an event-driven system are more efficient. The sequence of optimal enterprise integration patterns for processing a certain query is decided dynamically. The CEP engine acts as the mediator for rule-driven interactions and is able to take smart decisions on the runtime.
For instance, in the event of a pump failure, suppose the operator was alerted about the failure pretty soon but due to certain circumstances, she saw the message quite late. Then, she tried to take the suggested corrective action but failed and reported it to her supervisor. She would have to wait for her supervisor's reply who again, might not respond quickly. Or in another scenario, probably the concerned engineer repaired the pump successfully but missed reporting it. Such delays could get accumulated at various stages increasing the response time to the pump failure. A CEP-based system can use the 'event escalation' pattern in such situations to avoid bottlenecks in the process and reduce the delays greatly. Event escalation refers to the concept of waiting for an action response for a certain time, and upon no response, automatically looking up recommended best practice for the event, implementing it and alerting appropriate personnel. The event escalation scenario is depicted in Figure 5 .
Event escalation is an example of one of the possible interaction patterns in the enterprise, and typically there exist several such patterns in the CEP engine. These patterns would be learnt over time and then used for future strategic decisions. 
Reduced Response Times
An event-driven framework leads to reduction in response time and reaction to events. The usual workflow for event detection systems is to detect the event, notify appropriate personnel, get corrective actions from the personnel and then suggest the actions. Since a CEP based approach can use event-condition-action rules from its knowledge base, the most likely actions can be selected automatically without manual intervention. These actions can be suggested to the personnel in charge of action execution (actors). If a new action is executed, it can be added to the knowledge base for future use. Using the historical data and the knowledge base as preconditions, a CEP-based system can predict similar events in the future and notify appropriate actors before the event occurs. Such forecasting is particularly useful for predicting failures, anomalies, and exceptions. This proactive nature of the system [14] reduces the response time greatly as compared to present reactive systems. The staff member does not need to keep on checking the status of the equipment and monitoring a range of meter readings, thus leading to reduction in cognitive load. Figure 6 depicts how proactive CEP leads to reduced delays and quicker response times. In scenario A, we depict the simple event detection workflow. An event takes place, after some time it is detected by the system, and then notifications are made within a certain period of time. Scenario B shows the event pattern detection workflow. The occurrence of an event (possibly a complex event) is defined by a certain patterns of rules and pre-conditions. Based on these pre-conditions and background information, it is possible to detect if the complex event has occurred or not. Scenario C incorporates complex event processing in the workflow. CEP can not only detect complex events, but also take an adaptive configuration to make smart decisions such as looking up corrective actions and deciding the list of persons to be notified (subscribers). After this, the notified personnel can take corrective actions to handle the event. However, if a critical failure has already occured, there are delays before an action is taken. These delays include time for preprocessing and enrichment of event information, event processing by the CEP engine, search for corrective action, determination of relevant personnel and message delivery to the actor(s). Ideally, we would want our system to be able to prevent future failures instead of taking corrective actions to redress them after they have occurred. This capability can be achieved through the predictive complex event processing workflow depicted in Scenario D. Based upon pre-conditions and contextual information from the knowledge base, the predictive CEP system is able to predict future anomalies and failure events. When it detects that such an event is about to occur, it can take up the adaptive configuration mentioned above and notify the relevant personnel with suggested actions to prevent occurrence of the failure. 
Reduction in Data Seeking Effort
Data seeking efforts of the end-user are significantly reduced with an integrated event-driven architecture. This is because all user queries are initiated through the data access component to the single query engine, instead of querying multiple sources and contacting several staff members. The complexity of seeking relevant data can be quite high especially for complex queries spanning multiple resources. For instance, if an analyst wants to predict the future production from a well, she may need access to the historical production data for the well, the well information system, maintenance data as well as the failure and repair job history. The analyst herself may not have access to the well information system, and might need to request access to an administrator. This administrator may not be actively responding to requests. Also the analyst's access to the data might need to be revoked after she has completed reading the data. Taking such factors into consideration, it may be quite a long time before the analyst actually obtains the required data, which may not be in the desired form or granularity. A CEP-based system automates these processes and keeps proper records, thus minimizing the waiting time to receive data for the end-user. If the process does not require manual intervention, it may even be completed in near realtime. Figure 7 shows how CEP helps in reducing data seeking effort following an event. Without CEP, the user (subscriber) has to make multiple queries to data sources and knowledge bases to know the suggested action to be taken. Under a CEP framework, the complex event is detected automatically, processed in context and appropriate notifications with action specifications are made to entities, which have the subscriber role, without need for human intervention. 
Consistent Best Practices
A CEP-based system maintains a knowledge base consisting of event-condition-action rules with recommended actions for specific types of events. These rules can provide the foundations of certain consistent best practices for the enterprise as well as the community. When a new rule is added to the knowledge base, it can instantaneously be brought into practical use at relevant events. This ensures that all business units of the enterprise are well informed about changes in policy and avoids confusions.
Management by Exception
A CEP-based system can prioritize events and notifications based on their importance and potential impact. This ensures that the most critical events are brought into attention of the staff early enough for immediate response, in contrast to a system that reports events chronologically. The CEP system reaches a step further in customization of the priorities according to preferences of different users. Notifications for critical events can be made to multiple personnel in different teams across the enterprise, and this list of subscribers can be generated dynamically using background knowledge. Further, suggested actions can be displayed for the staff member to choose, and in some cases chosen automatically for corrective action. Figure 8 depicts the management by exception scenario with our proposed framework. There are several pump failure events happening simultaneously through the enterprise being monitored by the production team (denoted by the dots in the figure) . We propose to put an estimated cost (based on production rate and expected downtime) on each of the failure events.
If a well producing 900 BOPD is down due to ESP failure which typically takes 4 days to repair, the cost for the well downtime would be 900*4 = 3600 BO.
If other pump failures lead to an expected cost much lesser than 3600 barrels of oil, then the former ESP failure is the most critical failure event (dark red dot in the figure) and should be brought to immediate attention of the staff, giving it higher priority over other failure events (lighter shade of red in the dots in the figure) . This failure may be related to persons in the operations and maintenance teams who should be informed as well. 
Conclusions
In this work, we demonstrated the importance of an event-driven approach for the E&P industry. However, efficient event processing cannot be achieved through segregated products due to integration issues. We discussed an illustrative use case in production optimization to highlight these issues, and stressed upon the importance of event correlations across multiple data sources. We argued that semantic web techniques could lead the complex event processing efforts and manage such correlations effectively. CEP systems comprise of several functional components such as filtering, detection, reasoning, context awareness, analysis, prediction and notification, which are vital for enterprise information integration.
We proposed a semantic CEP architecture for the digital oilfield that facilitates enterprise information integration. This framework can be successfully applied to represent and reason over complex events in an oil and gas enterprise. For the production optimization scenario, we described various value propositions of the proposed framework, which include efficient interaction patterns, reduced response times, easier data seeking, discovery of consistent best practices and management by exception. We also discussed how the same framework could be adapted to a completely different domain by incorporating minimal changes in the architecture.
Our directions for future work involve experiments with cross-functional semantic CEP queries and rules. We also plan to incorporate data mining and machine learning techniques to discover patterns across multiple, correlated enterprise data sources. The complete potential of the collaborative social network is also underutilized. Current work is focused on production and operations; however it can be extended to cover other verticals in the E&P sector.
